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Numerical investigations of a cavitating propeller in non-uniform inflow  
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ABSTRACT  

The numerical predictions of the non-cavitating and 

cavitating flow around a marine model scale propeller, 

working in non-uniform inflow, are presented. The 

simulations are performed using commercial and open 

source CFD codes. The homogeneous model is used and 

three widespread mass transfer models, previously 

calibrated on a two-dimensional hydrofoil, are employed. 

The turbulence effect is modelled using the RANS 

(Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes) approach. In addition, 

the more advanced SAS (Scale Adaptive Simulation) 

method is briefly evaluated in the case of marine propeller. 

The overall numerical results compare well with the 

experimental data. The three different calibrated mass 

transfer models guarantee similar accuracy.    
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In the last decades due to the steady increase of the CFD 

(Computational Fluid Dynamics) technologies as well as 

computer performances the numerical simulations have 

become a valuable and reliable tool for design purposes, 

allowing the experimental test to be performed only at the 

final stages of the project.  This is confirmed by the modern 

market scenarios, where the competitiveness of an 

enterprise is determined, beyond the quality of the product, 

by its time to market. Unfortunately, relying on commercial 

CAE (Computer Aided Engineering) tools, due to the 

license costs, the available computing resources cannot, 

usually, be fully exploited since in many cases the cost of 

the license is proportional to the number of 

processors/cores. This becomes particularly relevant for 

parametric and/or optimization studies, where several 

simulations could be performed in parallel. 

Thus, in such cases it could be convenient to  consider a 

CFD prediction/validation strategy  combining commercial  

and  open source code/s.   

In order to evaluate such a possibility the numerical 

predictions performed with OpenFOAM, (OF for brevity, 

www.openfoam.com), an open source CFD toolbox and 

ANSYS-CFX (CFX for brevity, www.ansys.com) a 

commercial general purpose CFD code are presented in this 

paper. The turbulent two dimensional cavitating flow 

around a hydrofoil and the more interesting  case of the 

turbulent cavitating flow around a model scale propeller 

operating in non-uniform inflow are discussed. 

The study is the result of a collaboration between the 

University of Trieste (Italy) and Kolektor-Turboinštitut 

d.o.o. of  Ljubljana (Slovenia), recently joined in the 

ACCUSIM  EU project which aims, primarily, to develop 

reliable, high fidelity methods for the accurate predictions, 

and optimization, of the performances of hydro-machinery 

and marine propellers.  

In this work the turbulent cavitating flow is simulated using 

the homogeneous  model (Bensow and Bark 2010, Ji et al. 

2012). This model treats the working fluid as a 

homogeneous mixture of two fluids, i.e water and vapour, 

behaving as a single one, and the mass transfer rate due to 

cavitation is regulated by the mass transfer model. The mass 

transfer model can significantly affect the quality of 

numerical predictions. Thus, in order to ensure accurate and 

reliable results, three widespread mass transfer models, 

which were previously calibrated and successfully  applied 

to uniform flow conditions (Morgut et al. 2011, Morgut and 

Nobile 2012) are, here, further validated for the unsteady 

flow conditions.  

Regarding the turbulent treatment it is important to note that  

the RANS approach is adopted, but the SAS (Scale-

Adaptive Simulation) method employed in CFX is also 

briefly evaluated for the propeller case. 

The overall numerical results compare well with the 

available experimental data and all the three different 

calibrated mass transfer models ensure similar results.  

It seems the RANS approach represents a good compromise 

between accuracy and computing time leaving eventually 

the final numerical validation/investigation to more 

complex models/approaches. 

Finally, this study suggests that the combined usage of  



open source and commercial codes, in this case OF and 

CFX, could represent a proper valuable approach to speed 

up the design/validation process, according to the available 

computing resources and desired accuracy within a 

company IT infrastructure.   

In the following, the homogeneous (one-fluid) model used 

in this study is presented first, followed by the preliminary 

validation carried on the two-dimensional flow around a 

hydrofoil. Then the results obtained considering the 

cavitating flow around a model scale propeller operating in 

non-homogenous flow are presented. At the end some 

concluding remarks are given. 

 2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

In this section the homogeneous model is presented in the 

fixed frame of reference for convenience.  

2.1 Governing Equations 

In the homogeneous multiphase transport equation-based 

model, the cavitating flow can be described by the 

following set of governing equations:  
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Cavitating flow is modelled as a mixture of two species i.e. 

vapour and liquid behaving as one. The phases are 

considered incompressible and share the same instantaneous 

velocity   and pressure fields  . 

The above equations are, in order, the continuity and the 

momentum equation for the liquid-vapour mixture, and the 

volume fraction equation for the liquid phase.   is the stress 

tensor,    stays for the additional sources of momentum, 

  ̇ (kg/m
3
s) is the interphase mass transfer rate due to 

cavitation,    (kg/m
3
) the vapour density,    (kg/m

3
) the 

liquid density. 

The liquid volume fraction,  , and the vapour volume 

fraction   are defined as follows: 
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and are related to each other through the following relevant 

constitutive relationship: 

      (3) 

Finally,   (kg/m
3
) and   (kg/m s) are the density and the 

dynamic viscosity of the vapour-water mixture, scaled by 

the water volume fraction, respectively. 

      (   )  

      (   )  
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The specific interphase mass transfer rate,  ̇, can be 

modelled using an appropriate mass transfer model, also 

called cavitation model.  

2.2. Turbulence Modelling 

At this point, for the sake of clarity, it is important to add 

that in order to model the turbulent flows the above 

governing equations can be time-averaged leading to the 

well known RANS equations, widely applied to industrial 

flow problems.  In such an approach the velocity    and   

stay for averaged quantities. Moreover in the momentum 

equation the appearance of the Reynolds Stresses requires 

further modelling. In this work they are modelled using the 

most popular two-equation eddy viscosity based models, 

namely     and SST (Shear Stress Transport). 

In addition an alternative approach to standard URANS, 

namely the SAS (Scale Adaptive Simulation) model is here 

evaluated (Egorov and Menter 2007, Ansys 2013). SAS is 

an improved URANS formulation, with the ability to adapt 

the length scale to resolved turbulent structures. This is 

done by the introduction of the von Karman length-scale 

into the turbulence scale equation. The information given by 

the von Karman length scale allows SAS model to 

dynamically adjust to resolved structures in a URANS 

simulation, which results in a LES-like behaviour in 

unsteady regions of the flow field. At the same time, the 

model provides standard RANS capabilities in stable flow 

regions.  

It is important to note that in this paper only the SST-SAS 

model available in CFX was used. 

2.3. Mass Transfer Models 

The three different mass transfer models, employed in this 

study, and previously calibrated are presented. Note that the 

interphase mass transfer rate due to cavitation is assumed 

positive if directed from vapour to water.  

2.2.1. Zwart et al. model 

The Zwart model is the native CFX mass transfer model. It 

is based on the simplified Rayleigh-Plesset equation for 

bubble dynamics (Brennen 1995):  
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In the above equations,    is the vapour pressure,      is the 

nucleation site volume fraction,    the radius of a 

nucleation site,    and    are two empirical calibration 

coefficients for the evaporation and condensation processes, 

respectively. The above coefficients, according to  Morgut 

et al. (2011) are here set as            ,           

m,       ,         for CFX. In OF due the slightly 

different  implementation in order to guarantee the same 

mass transfer rate  the coefficients       are scaled to: 



      ,            . From the above equations it can 

be seen that expressions for condensation and evaporation 

are not symmetric. In particular, it is possible to recognise 

that in the expression for evaporation   is replaced by 

    (   ) to take into account that, as the vapour volume 

fraction increases, the nucleation site density must decrease 

accordingly.  

2.2.2. Full Cavitation Model 

The mass transfer model proposed by Singhal et al. (2002), 

originally known as Full Cavitation Model (for the sake of 

brevity FCM), is also based on the reduced form of the 

Rayleigh-Plesset equation for bubble-dynamics. Its 

formulation states as follows, where    is the vapour mass 

fraction,   (m
2
/s

2
) the turbulent kinetic energy,   (N/m) the 

surface tension. Here the calibration coefficient were set as 
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In this work, for convenience, we did not use the original 

formulation of the model, but the formulation derived by 

Huuva (2008) in which the vapour mass fraction,   , was 

replaced by the vapour volume fraction  . 

2.2.3 Kunz et al. model 

The Kunz mass transfer model is based on the work of 

Merkle et al (1998). In this model, unlike the above 

mentioned models, the mass transfer is based on two 

different strategies for creation  ̇  and destruction  ̇  of 

liquid. The transformation of liquid to vapour is evaluated 

as being proportional to the amount by which the pressure is 

below the vapour pressure. The transformation of vapour to 

liquid, otherwise, is based on a third order polynomial 

function of volume fraction,  . The specific mass transfer 

rate is defined as  ̇   ̇   ̇ . 
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In the above equations,   (m/s) is the reference velocity, 

        
is the mean flow time scale, where   is the 

characteristic length scale.       and       are two empirical 

coefficients, here assumed as          ,           . 

3 NACA66MOD HYDROFOIL  

The preliminary simulations carried out, mainly, to validate 

the cavitation models additionally implemented in OF are 

presented. The cavitating flow  for the NACA66MOD at an 

Angle of Attack,        are considered. The numerical 

results are compared with selected former results obtained 

with ANSYS CFX by Morgut et al. (2011) and the available 

experimental data (Sheen and Dimotakis 1989). 

3.1 Numerical Strategy 

Following Morgut et al. (2011) a rectangular domain with 

Inlet and Outlet boundaries placed 3 chord lengths ahead of 

the leading edge, and 5 chord lengths behind the trailing 

edge of the hydrofoil, was used.  In order to match the 

vertical extent of the experimental test section, the tunnel 

walls are placed 2.5 chord lengths from the hydrofoil. The 

hydrofoil had a chord        m.  

It is important to note that, here, the simulations were 

performed using a transient solver with a first order implicit 

time scheme. The second order upwind scheme was used 

for the discretization of the advective terms. 

The boundary conditions were set as follows. On solid 

surfaces (Tunnel walls, Hydrofoil surface) the no-slip 

condition  was applied. On the Outlet boundary a fixed 

static pressure was imposed and on the side faces the 

symmetry condition was enforced. On the Inlet boundary, 

the values of the free-stream velocity components and 

turbulence quantities were fixed. Water and vapour volume 

fractions were set equal to 1 and 0, respectively. In order to 

match the experimental setup, during the numerical 

predictions the same Reynolds number was used. Since the 

water kinematic viscosity was              (m
2
/s), the 

free stream velocity was set to    = 12.2 (m/s). Assuming a 

turbulence intensity of 1%, the turbulent kinetic energy,  , 

and the turbulent dissipation rate were set equal to   
       (m

2
/s

2
),          (m

2
/s

3
) respectively. Water and 

vapour densities were set  to        (kg/m
3
),    

       (kg/m
3
). Different cavitating flow regimes related to 

the cavitation (or Thoma) number,  , were defined varying 

the value of the saturation pressure   . This is because     ,, 

   were kept constant and   was defined as: 
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3.2 Meshing 

Three hexa structured meshes with a different resolution 

were generated using ANSYS-ICEM CFD.  All the grids 

had an averaged value of    measured on hydrofoil 

surfaces equal to 40 for the wetted flow condition.  Fig. 1 

shows the mid resolution mesh (namely H2). The resolution 

details of all the meshes are given in Table 1.  

Fig 1: H2 mesh around the NACA66MOD hydrofoil 



3.2 Results and Discussion 

The mesh independence study was performed considering 

the fully wetted flow conditions.  

From Table 1 it is possible to observe that the H2 mesh 

proved to guarantee sufficient accuracy. For this reason the 

H2 mesh was employed for cavitating flow predictions. The 

lift,   , and drag,     coefficients and the minimum value of 

the pressure coefficient       were evaluated as: 
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where    and    were the drag and lift forces.       was 

the planar surface with   representing the span. 

Table 1: NACA66MOD, mesh independence study, wetted flow 

𝑀 𝑠ℎ 𝐼      𝑠             

H                         

H                         

H                          

Exp                    

 

As far as the cavitating flow predictions are concerned, 

from Fig. 2 it is possible to note that OF simulations 

performed using the three different calibrated mass transfer 

models predicted similar cavities, for the considered 

cavitating flow regimes. Such a results was expected 

considering the former results obtained with CFX (Morgut 

et al. 2010). It is also interesting to note that the attached 

cavity predicted with OF were slightly longer than those 

predicted with CFX (in Fig. 2 the line CFX-Kunz is a 

representative result of the former study of  Morgut et al. 

2010) for       . Fig. 3 compares the cavitation patterns 

obtained with OF and CFX using the Kunz et al. mass 

transfer model. 

 

 
Fig 2:  Suction side pressure distributions computed at 

AoA=4° for three different cavitating flow regimes. 

 

 

 

Fig 3: Cavitation patterns for        and        

 

4 MODEL SCALE PROPELLER  

In this section the simulations carried out with OF for the 

non-cavitating propeller in uniform inflow are first 

described. Then the predictions carried out in order to 

validate the calibrated mass transfer models for the case of 

the cavitating marine propeller working in non-uniform 

inflow (wake) are discussed.   

These simulations were performed using the E779A model 

scale propeller propriety of  CNR-INSEAN showed in Fig. 

4.  It is a four-bladed, fixed-pitch, low-skew propeller, 

designed in 1959 with a diameter of          m. Since 

1997 it has been used in experimental activities performed 

by INSEAN and as a test case  for validation of CFD codes 

(Pereira et al. 2004, Salvatore at al. 2009, Morgut and 

Nobile 2011). 

 

Fig 4:  The INSEAN E779A model scale propeller 

4.1 Numerical Strategy 

The numerical simulations were carried out following the 

experimental/numerical setup provided by Salvatore et al. 

(2009). The computational domain sketched is Fig. 5 was 

used and the following boundary conditions were set.  

On the solid surfaces the no slip boundary condition was 



Fig 5: Computational Domain for E779A propeller 

applied and on the Outlet boundary a fixed value of static 

pressure was imposed. On the Inlet boundary the inlet flow 

conditions were set according to the prescribed flow 

conditions. As a matter of fact during the preliminary work 

carried out for the uniform flow conditions the appropriate 

free-stream velocity components were set. In the case of the 

non-homogeneous inflow the nominal wake, kindly 

provided by INSEAN (private communication) was set.  In 

all the simulations water had density        (kg/m
3
) and 

kinematic viscosity              (m
2
/s). Simulations 

were performed using both CFX and OF.  

In CFX the maximum density ratio       was clipped to 

1000 for stability reasons, and the SST-SAS model - with 

curvature correction option by Smirnov and Menter (2009) - 

was used. The rotation was simulated on a sliding mesh. 

In the case of OF all the simulations were carried out 

employing the SST turbulence model. As far as the 

propeller rotation is concerned in the preliminary work 

carried out for the uniform inflow conditions the steady 

state MRF (Multiple Reference Frame) approach was 

adopted. For the non-uniform inflow condition the unsteady 

moving mesh approach was used.  

The cavitating flow conditions were set according to the 

prescribed cavitation number defined as: 

   
       

     (  ) 
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where      =       , and   (rps)  was the rotational speed of 

the propeller.  

For the discretisation of the convective terms a second order  

upwind scheme was adopted in OF, while in CFX where the 

SAS approach was used the second order bounded central 

difference scheme was employed.  For transient simulations 

a first order implicit time scheme was used in OF while a 

second order implicit formulation was employed in CFX.  

4.2 Meshing 

Three different computational grids were generated for OF 

while, due to the higher computational costs of the SST-

SAS simulation, only a single proper mesh was prepared for 

CFX.  In all the cases, the Fixed region was discretized 

using hexahedral elements while the hybrid meshing 

approach (tetrahedra + prisms) was adopted for the Rotating 

region. In Table 2 the resolutions of the meshes developed 

for OF are given, while Fig. 5 shows a snapshot of  OF-M2 

mesh.  

Fig 6: Snapshot of the OF-M2 mesh 

 

Table 2: Number of cells for the meshes used in OF 

Solver-Mesh Id Rotati g Fixed 

OF-M                    

OF-M                    

OF-M                     

 

In the case of CFX the mesh had about        nodes. A 

higher resolution was enforced close to the shaft and 

propeller surfaces.  

One should note that in OF, being a cell-centered Finite 

Volume code, the mesh resolution is determined by the 

number of cells, while in CFX, as a node-centered CVFEM 

(Control Volume -Based Finite Element Method) code, it is 

related to the number of nodes.  

4.3 Results and Discussion 

The numerical results for homogeneous inflow and non-

uniform inflow are discussed. It is important to point out 

that the propeller operating in uniform inflow was 

considered in order to perform a mesh independence study 

for OF grids. In the case of CFX no mesh independence 

study was carried out since in this case the SST-SAS model 

was employed. The proposed mesh was generated based on 

previous experience of  Kolektor-Turboinštitut with SAS 

simulations (Jošt and Škerlavaj, 2014). 

4.2.1. Uniform Inflow (J=0.71) 

The preliminary simulations aimed to determine a suitable 

mesh resolution for OF simulations were performed 

considering the propeller operating at              

with          (m/s)  and        (rps).  

Table 3 shows that the three different meshes provided 

similar values of the thrust,   , and torque    coefficients 

evaluated according to: 

   
 

   
   

       
 

   
   

       (11) 



Table 3: Results for J=0.71 (uniform inflow, no cavitation) 

          

OF-M              

OF-M              

OF-M              

Exp  Tu  el             

Exp  Ope  Water             

where    (N) was the thrust,   (Nm) the torque.  

The numerical results compared better with the open water 

test rather than with the cavitation tunnel test even though 

during the simulation the cavitation tunnel setup was 

adopted.  It is interesting to point out that in Salvatore et al. 

(2009) the results presented for a solver “similar” to the OF 

code, here adopted, were very close to each other.   

 

 

 

4.2.2 Non-Uniform inflow (J=0.90, n=4.455) 

The numerical predictions of the cavitating propeller in 

non-uniform inflow were carried out mainly to further 

validate and compare the three different calibrated mass 

transfer models for unsteady flow conditions. 

This evaluation was carried out using OF in order to better 

exploit the available computational resources. However, for 

the sake of completeness a final simulation was additionally 

performed using CFX. In this case only the native mass 

transfer model with calibrated coefficients was employed in 

combination with the SST-SAS method. Following 

Salvatore (2008), Bensow and Bark (2010), the numerical 

results were qualitatively compared with the available 

experimental snapshots describing the bubble evolution.  

From Fig. 7 it is possible to note that the bubble evolution 

was predicted similarly in OF using alternatively the three 

different mass transfer models. 

 

 

Fig 7: Cavity evolution during propeller rotation. Numerical cavitation patterns depicted using isosurfaces of  vapour 

volume fraction equal to 0.1.   



 

It is also interesting to note how, using the same mass 

transfer model, the numerical results obtained with OF were 

very close to those obtained, with a different turbulence 

model, with ANSYS CFX. 

  

5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this work steady sheet cavitation around a two-

dimensional hydrofoil, and the cyclic cavitating 

phenomenon related to the model scale propeller working in 

non-uniform inflow were predicted by CFD simulations. 

The selected test cases were the NACA66(MOD) hydrofoil 

and the E779A model propeller.  

The cavitating flow was simulated using the homogeneous 

(one fluid) model where three different calibrated mass 

transfer models were alternatively used and validated.  

The study was performed using an open source CFD 

toolbox and a commercial general purpose CFD solver. The 

simulations were performed using the classical steady and 

unsteady RANS approach leaving the more advance SAS 

method for a final additional validation.   

The overall numerical results compared well with the 

available experimental data and the different calibrated 

mass transfer models ensured similar results. In the case of 

marine propeller the cavity evolution was qualitatively well 

predicted and no significant differences were observed 

between the results obtained using the standard turbulence 

model and the SAS model.   

Even though in this work the SAS method was just briefly 

evaluated, the  results suggests that,  at least for a qualitative 

prediction of the cavitating phenomena, the standard RANS 

approach seems to represents a good compromise between 

accuracy and computing time leaving eventually the final 

numerical validation/investigation to more complex 

approaches. 

Finally, this study suggests that the combined usage of  

open source and commercial code could represent a proper 

valuable approach to speed up the design/validation 

process, according to the available computing resources and 

desired accuracy.   
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DISCUSSION 

Questions from Thomas Lloyd 

1. Is the time step used sufficient for resolving turbulence 

using SAS model? 

2.  The prescribed wake is not entirely physical. How does 

this affect the resolved turbulence? 

3.  Do you have any explanation for the discrepancy in 

thrust and torque between experiment and computations? 

Authors’ Closure 

1. The authors confirm that the time step as well as the 

mesh resolution were properly set in order to allow the 

resolution of the turbulent structures with the SAS model. 

2. In all the simulations we used always the same nominal 

wake because the main objective was to briefly verify the 

difference between the standard RANS and more accurate 

SAS simulations.  For this reason, we did not investigate the 

effect of a more physical wake on the resolved turbulent 

structures.  

3. Considering Salvatore et al. 2009, it seems that the 

discrepancy between the experimental and numerical results 

is related to the standard RANS approach employed in our 

OpenFOAM simulations to take into account the effect of  

turbulence.   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 


